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a smarter approach to pricing & media optimization
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It Starts with KPIs
Key Performance Indicator - KPI. A measure of performance.  
Such measures are commonly used to help an organization define and evaluate 
how successful it is, typically in terms of making progress towards its long-term 
organizational goals. KPIs can be specified by answering the question, "What is 
really important to different stakeholders?” KPIs may be monitored using business 
intelligence techniques to assess the present state of the business and to assist in 
prescribing a course of action. The act of monitoring KPIs in real-time is known as 
business activity monitoring (BAM). KPIs are frequently used to "value" difficult to 
measure activities such as the benefits of leadership development, engagement, 
service and satisfaction. KPIs are typically tied to an organization's strategy using 
concepts or techniques such as the “balanced scorecard.”

The KPIs differ depending on the nature of the organization and the organization's 
strategy. They help to evaluate the progress of an organization towards its vision 
and long-term goals, especially toward difficult to quantify knowledge-based goals.
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There are several shortcomings with aggregate performance reporting:

choosing the appropriate key performance indicators
Whether you’re a direct or brand advertiser, it’s critical to analyze several performance metrics that 
provide an accurate and balanced measure of performance at the source level, including media channel, 
publisher, placement and/or list.    It’s common for many advertisers to solely focus on how much it costs 
to acquire a customer (CPA) in aggregate and base their optimization decisions on that metric.   

It doesn’t help identify why you’ve achieved the cost per acquisition.

Lifetime value isn’t being taken into account.

It’s impossible to determine which publishers, placements and/or lists are performing 
well or not at all.

>
>
>

>

>

It tends to push advertisers to cut out
rather than optimize media.

It doesn’t account for possible fraud or
charge back issues.

Only focusing on customer 
acquisition metrics will set 
you up to fail.
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typical advertiser kpis & associated benefits

Understanding how a publisher’s traffic aligns with your preferred customer demo-

graphic and psychographic profiles can inform creative and media targeting decisions.

> target audience alignment

Identifying where your best and worst customers 

are coming from makes it easier to implement 

appropriate geo targeting controls.  For instance, if 

your product or service should only be sold in the 

U.S., publishers and advertisers should apply IP 

filters to weed out foreign traffic.   For email pub-

lishers, by not sending a U.S. campaign to U.S. email 

addresses with foreign IP, they can send less mail 

while increasing their eCPMs.

> target geo alignment

Identifying where your best 
and worst customers are 
coming from makes it easier 
to implement appropriate geo 
targeting controls.
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typical advertiser kpis & associated benefits [continued]

Tracking contact or response rates from call centers or CRM programs can help identify media sources 

that produce low or high quality lead data.   A media supplier could drive a great CPL, but if their leads 

respond at a very low rate, the cost to convert the lead to a sale could be cost prohibitive.  For instance, 

sending inexpensive co-reg leads into a call center could result in a low CPL, but the operational costs to 

convert these leads to real customers could be exorbitant.  Low contact rates can negatively impact 

the morale of the callers and operators.

> contact or response rate

You could have a great initial cost per 

sale, but high consumer or lead buyer 

charge-back rates can ruin your ROI.

> charge-back rate
This takes into account all of the revenue realized 

from a customer over a specified period of time.  

You may have a media channel that produces a 

high CPA, but a high lifetime value may offset 

higher than average CPA.  If you’re not looking at 

lifetime value you may be optimizing away from 

your most valuable customers.

> lifetime value
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typical advertiser kpis & associated benefits  [continued]

If you’re only looking at the last click that resulted in a sale or 

lead, then you may be attributing too much value to media 

sources like search, coupon or shopping comparison engines.  

For instance, large or complex ad formats such as email or video 

can drive significant volume to search engines and shopping 

comparison engines.  If you’re not using a multi-attribution 

conversion tracking system you may not understand the true 

value of each channel and choose to cut channels that are driv-

ing significant accretive sales.

> multi-attribution conversion tracking

Taking into consideration an ad campaign’s impact on brand awareness, brand 

favorability, brand association and purchase intent can help brands build equity 

while achieving sales and revenue goals.   Brand  studies show that of all digital 

      mediums, email advertising drives  the highest lift.

> brand lift
Brand studies show that of all 
digital mediums, email adver-
tising drives the highest lift.

datranmediabrandstudy.com >
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importance of bilateral transparency

KPIs are only useful if they inform effective decisions that increase profits and scalability while driving 
operational efficiencies for both media suppliers and advertisers.   Telling a partner that their CPA is too 
high isn’t valuable.   Giving them all the KPIs at the publisher, placement and list level is valuable and 
should happen on a frequent basis, ideally once a week.  Some partners prefer to blend their traffic, mean-
ing they don’t want advertisers to know what or how many sources are driving traffic, making it very diffi-
cult for the advertiser to identify good from bad traffic.  That’s generally a sign that a partner is blending 
in suspect or low quality traffic that they do not want the advertiser to know about.  Advanced, high quality 
partners will pass source IDs and are also now
providing audience measurement, aggregate
consumer profiles of those who see, click
and convert on advertiser’s campaigns.
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contact info
Datran Media
(888)-494-4
www.datranmedia.com

follow “datran media”

Just because a source is working now 

doesn’t mean it will perform just as 

strongly over a long period of time.  The 

audience composition of a Web site or 

customer database may change over time, 

and this will impact response and sales rates.

continuous optimization

If an advertiser is only providing one payout amount to one or more media networks or publishers in the 

marketplace, they will struggle to compete for scalable and efficient volume.   Not all media or leads are of 

the same value.  Applying KPIs to each source and placement allows advertisers to pay the right price for 

each in order to ensure a reasonable and predictable ROI.  This allows an advertiser to pre-empt competi-

tors for the highest valued media and leads while lowering costs for poor quality sources.

right pricing

Advertisers need to capture Source IDs including media, 

publisher, placement and list IDs, and report KPIs at 

each of those levels.   These IDs are typically passed in a 

URL string set up by the media network or publisher.  All 

major 3rd party ad serving solutions and affiliate man-

agement platforms support this level of tracking.

technical requirements

ROI
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